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Details of Visit:

Author: indianlover
Location 2: Wembley Park
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 17 Dec 2012 1400
Duration of Visit: 15 mins
Amount Paid: 45
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07827568973

The Premises:

Modern apartment building about 10 minutes walk from the tube

The Lady:

Plain and rather lumpen Hispanic looking woman in her mid 20s. 

The Story:

Punting Lesson One - DO NOT visit a girl with no face pictures
Punting Lesson Two - Repeat lesson one

The early signs for this punt were not promising. On her profile page, Rakaella (presumably a mis-
spelling of Rafaella) is described as a "Teen Latino" though she is no teen, only doubtfully hispanic
and is not obviously male (the last error is forgivable - I suspect that the correct use of Spanish
noun endings is not the strong point of your average Kosovan pimp). Her location is given as West
Kensington though I was directed to Wembley Park. Well they both begin with "W" I supose.

Her profile has some rather presentable body pictures so my tumescent friend made the rather dim
assumption that she would have a face to match. But sadly it turned out that not only did her face
not match but nor did her body or much else. The actual lady in question is a tad heavy in her mid
20's with a distinctly homely countenance. The only accurate element of the description is that she
does have a vaguely hispanic look to her, though I suspect Romania rather than Rio.

The flat is shared with two other WGs who would be a shoe-in for Cinderella's ugly sisters.

A waste of time and a long trudge home.
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